
Group Chief Executive’s 
Review of Operations

In tandem with embarking on an evolutionary 
trajectory we recognised the near term imperatives 
of continuing to deliver solid financial returns and 
reinforcing the foundations of sustainable financial 
stability, while concurrently consolidating consumer 
trust through the delivery of world class services. 
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a nationwide preference survey conducted by AC 

Nielsen in association with the Sri Lanka Institute of 

Marketing, selected Dialog as the Telecom Services 

Provider of the Year for the 4th Year in succession. Sri 

Lankan consumers also voted us the Internet Services 

Provider of the Year for the 3rd Year running.

The Year 2014 also saw your Company securing 

supremacy on the world stage in the arena of digital 

innovation. Dialog secured the distinction of winning 

two global awards at the Mobile World Congress 

(MWC) held in Barcelona Spain in March 2015. Sri 

Lanka’s premier mobile payment network, eZ Cash 

beat out worldwide competition to win the Global 

Award for the Best Mobile Money Service, whilst 

Dialog’s cutting edge open development platform 

ideamart won the Global Award for the Best 

Technology Enabler. ideamart is widely regarded as one 

of the most successful integrated mobile application 

development platforms in the world. 

Sri Lankan consumers further manifested their 

trust in your Company by rewarding our team with 

growth in market share across multiple ICT sectors. 

In addition to continuing market gains in the mobile 

telecommunications sector, Dialog also consolidated its 

leadership in the country’s Digital Pay Television, Fixed 

Telecommunications and Tele-Infrastructure sectors 

with segment growth rates in excess of 7%. 

“The sustainability, of 
delivering robust financial 
returns alongside aggressive 
performance gains in today’s 
market place and proactive 
capture of leadership in 
the emerging digital era, is 
embodied in the structurally 
robust balance sheet.”

In closing my review of operations for the Year 

2013, I alluded to the overarching imperative 

of instituting in our Company the strength and 

capability to successfully navigate the techno-

economic transformation of the industry in which 

we operate. We entered the Year 2014 with 

sound acknowledgement of the fact that this 

transformational journey which would traverse the 

deflation of voice revenues and the expansion of 

demand for Data and Digital Services, would require 

us to re-examine our cost structures and execution 

efficacy, refresh our views on competition and 

collaboration, and build new product and revenue 

strategies to meet the rapidly transforming needs of 

digital consumers. In tandem with embarking on an 

evolutionary trajectory we recognised the near term 

imperatives of continuing to deliver solid financial 

returns and reinforcing the foundations of sustainable 

financial stability, while concurrently consolidating 

consumer trust through the delivery of world class 

services. 

Financial Returns & Leadership

It gives me pride to report that your Company exited 

the Year 2014 having performed excellently in 

delivering robust financial returns simultaneously with 

consolidating and growing its leadership position in 

the emerging digital era. Group Net Profit After Tax 

(NPAT) was recorded at Rs. 6.1Bn – registering growth 

of 17% relative to the previous year. Operational 

Performance during 2014 also featured growth in 

Group Earnings Before Interest Depreciation Taxes 

and Amortisation (EBITDA) of 5% to Rs. 20.9Bn, 

and expansion of Group Revenues by 6% Year on 

Year (YoY) to be recorded at Rs. 67.3Bn at Year 

end. Fundamental to the financial performance of 

the Group was a concerted focus on operational 

excellence and leadership with respect to customer 

services, market performance and innovation.  In this 

respect we stand humbled by the voice of Sri Lankan 

consumers who have for the 4th year in succession 

named us the People’s Chosen Leader in the ICT sector. 

Consumers of Telecommunications Services, through 
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Contribution to the Sri Lankan Economy

We recognise with pride that the Dialog Group 

continues to deliver significant direct as well as 

indirect contributions to the Sri Lankan Economy. 

The Group contributed Rs. 11.1Bn in taxes, fees and 

levies to the Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) during 

FY 2014 inclusive of Income Tax on the basis of 2% 

of Company revenue. Further, the Group additionally 

collected consumption taxes totaling to Rs. 13.3Bn 

on behalf of the GoSL during FY 2014, comprising 

in the main of Telecom Levy collections amounting 

to Rs. 10.5Bn. Accordingly, remittances to the GoSL 

accruing from the operations of the Group totaled to 

Rs. 24.4Bn. 

The Dialog Group also continues to be recognised as 

the largest Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Sri Lanka 

with investments reaching USD 1.74Bn (Rs. 176Bn) of 

which USD 116.3Mn (Rs. 15.2Bn) was invested in FY 

2014. Dialog has also secured the distinction of being 

the first Company under the aegis of the Board of 

Investment of Sri Lanka (BoI) to surpass the  

USD 1Bn milestone with respect to direct investment, a 

testimony to our Company’s commitment to, and trust 

in, Sri Lanka’s economy, Government and people. 

“We are confident that our 
direct and indirect contribution 
to the national economy, in 
combine with the inclusive 
delivery of multi-faceted 
connectivity.... will continue to 
catalyse an explosive economic 
multiplier which in turn will 
accelerate the socio-economic 
development of our nation.”

Group Chief Executive’s Review  
of Operations
In tandem with achieving aggressive market 

gains, your Company focused with keen intent 

on operational and people excellence. Our Service 

Delivery organisation reinforced its position as the 

country’s best, securing the distinction of becoming 

the only service organisation in Sri Lanka to achieve 

international certification at Level 5 on the People 

Capability Maturity Model (People-CMM). Further, 

the Dialog Group won an overall Gold Award for 

excellence in Human Resource Management at the 

HRM Awards 2014 organised by the Associated 

of Human Resource Professionals, underscoring 

the future oriented people development initiatives 

embarked on by the Company.  The Dialog Group 

also secured re-certification of its Group-Wide quality 

system in line with the ISO 9001:2008 standard. The 

Dialog Group also continued to excel in terms of 

instituting and operating best in class Information 

Systems management practices. During the course of 

2014 our Information Technology (IT) and Information 

Security Systems (ISS) functions secured ISO 

27001:2005 certification elevating quality assurance 

to a level on par with best in class Telecommunications 

Operators globally. Further, I am also happy to 

report that our Internet Data Centre (IDC) became 

the first Data Center in Sri Lanka to be certified for 

conformance with the ISO 27001:2013 standard. 

While reflecting with pride on the achievements of 

our Company we can draw further strength from 

the fact that the sustainability, of delivering robust 

financial returns alongside aggressive performance 

gains in today’s market place and proactive capture 

of leadership in the emerging digital era, is embodied 

in the structurally robust balance sheet of the Group. 

With leverage maintained at modest levels of 0.92x 

Net Debt to EBITDA, we can be confident that the 

financial fire power of the Group will combine 

synergistically with our armoury of operational and 

strategic strengths, to deliver leadership and growth 

well in to the future not withstanding industry 

transformation and external dynamics.   
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It is further heartening to note that Dialog matches its 

direct contribution to the economy with a burgeoning 

indirect input which touches millions of Sri Lankan 

lives across our country. Downstream of our internal 

operations, the Dialog Group paid out in excess of 

Rs. 5.0Bn to distributors, retailers and agents from 

across all regions of Sri Lanka and Rs. 8.0Bn to local 

contractors supporting our development activities 

and nationwide service operations. Your Company 

also provides direct employment to 3,000 people and 

indirect livelihoods to over 100,000 families engaged 

in the expansive value and supply chains underlying 

our nationwide operations. 

As the principle outcome of our direct and indirect 

investments, we continue to be afforded the honour 

and privilege of connecting and empowering a major 

segment of Sri Lankan citizens and homes. As at the 

end of FY 2014, Dialog’s Mobile Telecommunication 

Service connected in excess of 9.5Mn citizens from 

across all provinces of Sri Lanka, while its Fixed 

Telecommunications and Digital Satellite Television 

Services reached approximately 425,000 and 450,000 

Sri Lankan homes respectively. Our internationally 

acclaimed Mobile Money Service, eZ Cash which 

delivers the power of electronic transactions to all 

segments of Sri Lankan society, and now operates 

in partnership with Etisalat and Hutch, supports a 

subscriber base in excess of 1.7Mn customers, and 

transacted a total of Rs. 8.5Bn during the course of 

2014. It is our overarching objective to ensure that, the 

paradigm setting advancements in the empowerment 

value of our products and services continue to deliver 

live enhancing impacts on the communities in which 

we operate.

We are confident that our direct and indirect 

contribution to the national economy, in combine with 

the inclusive delivery of multi-faceted connectivity 

spanning dimensions including but not limited to the 

plural delivery of communication, learning, commerce 

and entertainment. 

Economy & Industry

During the year under review, the Sri Lankan economy 

recorded a robust real GDP growth of 7.4% on 

the backdrop of muted inflation. Annual average 

inflation fell to 3.3% in December 2014 from a 

starting point of 6.9%. Similarly Year on Year inflation 

which was reported as 4.7% at the beginning of the 

year declined to 2.1% at year-end. The exchange 

rate environment was largely stable during 2014 in 

contrast to the previous year during which the Sri 

Lankan Rupee depreciated significantly. The widening 

of the trade deficit and associated weakening of the 

currency during the latter part of the year however 

signals the potential for ongoing pressure on the Sri 

Lankan Rupee. While policy rates were maintained at a 

stable level by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka in contrast 

with the rate cuts in 2013, market interest rates 

moved downwards during the course of the year with 

Government Treasury Bill rates registering an average 

decline of 393 basis points YoY. 

Unemployment remained at conservative levels being 

recorded at 4.3% and tourist arrivals surpassed the 

previous year’s milestone figure of 1Mn visitors to 

be recorded at 1.5Mn for the Year 2014. The GoSL 

also retained its strategic focus on Infrastructure 

Development and on the invigoration and 

empowerment of SME and Agricultural sectors. We 

are confident that on the backdrop of the effective 

management of macro-economic indicators and the 

continued improvement of fiscal debt levels, the 

GoSL’s focus on long term investments will lay the 

foundations of accelerated and sustainable economic 

growth reaching well into the future.

The Connectivity Sector

During the course of 2014, mobile subscriptions 

increased by 9% to 22.1Mn, while Fixed Telephone 

lines decreased by 1% to 2.7Mn. Smartphone 

adoption in Sri Lanka is well on track for exponential 

growth, with adoption levels at FYE 2014 being 

recorded at over 15%. The continuous growth in GDP 

per capital level as well  the positive outlook in the key 
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sectors but not limited to tourism, construction and 

agriculture forecast a positive growth in the adoption 

and consumption of ICT Services. 

Substantial increase in electricity, fuel and cumulative 

costs of indirect inputs during 2014 added pressure on 

operating margins and hence network development 

cost structures. The sector however continued to deliver 

transformational outcomes in terms of Broadband 

adoption. During the course of 2014, Broadband 

penetration levels increased to 16% driven by the 

expansion of service availability, increase in affordability of 

Smartphones, successive reductions in Broadband tariffs.

The Challenge Ahead: Structural Transformation 
& Industry Profitability

Telecommunications operators world over, along 

with the wider industry in which they operate, today 

face the stark challenges of the techno-economic 

transformation characteristic of the emerging digital 

era. Paradoxically, telecommunications operators are 

both, the underlying drivers of the transformation, 

as well as the potential victims of disruptive business 

models which ride “On Top Of” High Speed Broadband 

and Internet Protocol (IP) based infrastructures they 

operate. 

Disruptive competition in this respect comes in the 

form of OTT (Over the Top) service providers who 

invade the legacy revenue field of telecommunications 

operators by offering Free of Cost or Near-Zero Cost 

communication services spanning the breadth of 

Voice, Messaging and Video connectivity.  Disruptive 

business models in the emerging digital era are most 

often funded by advertising linked revenues and are 

further based on a global scale. The afore-referenced 

paradox hinges on the fundamental that it is in fact 

the high speed broadband infrastructures invested 

in by Telecommunications Operators which enable 

the existence of OTT services in the first place. The 

proliferation of smart devices and the efforts of 

telecommunications operators to enhance their 

affordability to rapidly widening customer segments 

further exacerbate the leakage of traditional revenues 

through the proliferation of Free OTT services.

The Wider Impact of OTT – Regulation and 
Government Revenues

The “OTT” nature of disruptive communication services 

applies not only in the context of Telecommunications 

Infrastructures – whereby services eroding traditional 

revenues are provided “On Top Of” the very 

telecommunications infrastructure which they disrupt, 

but also in the context National Regulation and 

Sovereign jurisdictions. OTT services most often by-pass 

national telecommunications and media regulation and 

furthermore are seldom subject to taxation at a national 

level. As evident from hotly contested Net-Neutrality and 

Sovereign Taxation based debates in advanced markets 

such as the USA and European Union, an era where 

the rich contribution to government revenues from the 

Telecommunications Sector evaporates at exponential 

pace could well be imminent in Sri Lanka and other 

regional markets. The impact on the national economies 

of country’s such as Sri Lanka could be envisaged to be 

particularly threatening since the OTT service providers 

are in the main located outside Sri Lanka and hence 

would not be revenue contributors to governments in 

their respective countries. The early symptoms of such 

an avalanche are in fact already evidenced in Sri Lanka’s 

Telecommunications Sector featuring in the main the 

depletion of International Termination and IDD revenues, 

mutation of voice revenue growth and a declining trend 

in SMS revenues. Once onset, the wave of transformation 

is seldom linear and could be envisaged to be exponential 

and hence catastrophic in consequence unless managed 

with proactive navigational strategies.

Group Chief Executive’s Review  
of Operations

“The ‘Over the Top’ nature of 
disruptive communication services 
applies … also in the context 
National Regulation and Sovereign 
jurisdictions…. an era where the rich 
contribution to government revenues 
from the Telecommunications Sector 
evaporates at exponential pace could 
well be imminent in Sri Lanka.”
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Proactive Adjustment of Industry Techno-
Economics

The ultimate destination of the emerging digital 

era and the empowerment it would deliver to 

citizens nationally and globally is unquestionably an 

outcome to be celebrated by all stakeholders in the 

Telecommunications Sector. It should not be our intent 

to mutate or impede the digital revolution. The onus 

confronts telecommunications stakeholders including 

but not limited to operators, regulators, government 

and revenue authorities, however to precipitate 

proactive adjustment of industry techno-economics in 

manner which would pre-empt exponential disruption 

and ensure the sustainability of economic contribution, 

investment viability, and consumer empowerment 

alike.   

The fundamental levers enabling strategic navigation 

of the techno-economic transformation ahead are 

relatively straightforward and are centered on Data 

Pricing, viable returns on Broadband Infrastructure 

Investments, neutrality in service taxation across 

traditional and OTT communication services and 

vigorous innovation in the space of Digital Services 

wherein domestic Telecommunications Operators 

themselves could augment their service offerings to 

meet the evolving needs of digital consumers.

Based on the afore-described imperatives it is my view 

that our industry, with the guidance of the TRCSL and 

the Information and Communications Technology 

Agency need to be expeditious in instituting the 

structural changes pre-requisite to enabling a 

sustainable, Data and IP Service based future.  While 

Telecommunications and Broadband service availability, 

affordability and adoption demonstrate significantly 

positive indicators relative to regional and even 

global benchmarks, I share the concern of industry 

counterparts that the capability of the sector to deliver 

real economic returns to shareholders, maybe at risk 

in the medium term unless structural corrections with 

respect to industry pricing and cost structures are 

implemented on an immediate basis. It is of particular 

concern that today broadband pricing appears to 

be sub-cost and to be subsidised by Domestic and 

International Voice Services. The resulting cost vs 

revenue formulation is both precarious and foolhardy 

in the context of the very real risk of voice revenue 

erosion ahead. 

The portfolio of strategies and policies required to 

guide the sector through the challenging period of 

Voice to Data Conversion, would no doubt need to 

target the restoration of margins and profitability 

of Data and Broadband services. We believe that 

the principle policy frameworks required to secure 

“We believe that the principle policy 
frameworks required to secure data 
profitability would feature among 
others, the encouragement of cost 
based (profitable) data pricing, industry 
consolidation, constructs such as network 
sharing and collaborative investment 
and the overarching duality of focus on 
consumer affordability and fair returns 
on investment to service providers.”

data profitability would feature among others, the 

encouragement of cost based (profitable) data 

pricing, industry consolidation, constructs such as 

network sharing and collaborative investment and the 

overarching duality of focus on consumer affordability 

and fair returns on investment to service providers.

Operational Performance

I am happy to report that during the Year 2014, the 

Dialog Group demonstrated strong revenue growth 

across Mobile, Digital Pay Television, Tele-infrastructure 

and Fixed Line businesses to record a consolidated 

revenue of Rs. 67.3Bn for FY 2014, delivering a 

growth of 6% YoY. Overall revenue growth was 

significantly diluted by the reduction in International 

Termination revenue of 10% YoY. The afore-referenced 
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growth mitigating trends align with the discussion on 

techno-economic transformation of the industry earlier 

in this report. 

Proactive strategies adopted by the Dialog Group 

to navigate the transformation of industry revenue 

profile in the emerging digital era have however 

enabled the Group to compensate for revenue decline 

in impacted segments with robust growth in the 

emerging segments of Mobile Broadband, Fixed/Home 

Broadband, Pay Television and Digital Services which 

have delivered YoY growth of 52%, 109%, 30%, and 

153% respectively.    

Revenue growth in combine with continued 

operational improvements led to the Group posting 

healthy YoY growth in EBITDA of 5% to be recorded at 

Rs. 20.9Bn for FY 2014. While EBITDA demonstrated 

substantial growth in absolute and relative terms, 

inflation led expansion of key input costs, and 

enhanced investments in Customer Servicing in line 

with the rapid growth in Mobile, Fixed and Television 

subscribers, resulted in the contraction of the Group’s 

EBITDA margin by 0.4 percentage points to be 

recorded at 31.1%. Group NPBT (Net Profit Before 

Tax) demonstrated growth of 16% YoY to Rs. 7.3Bn, 

whilst Group NPAT registered 17% YoY growth to 

be recorded at Rs. 6.1Bn.  Underpinned by EBITDA 

growth and cost efficiencies derived through strategic 

supply chain strategies with respect to infrastructure 

sourcing, Free Cash Flow was recorded at Rs. 4.5Bn at 

year end. Accordingly, the Dialog Group continued to 

maintain an increasingly robust balance sheet featuring 

the reduction of Net Debt to EBITDA to a level of 0.92x 

as at 31st December 2014 relative to 1.29x in the 

previous year.

In reporting on the Operational Performance of the 

Dialog Group for the Year 2014, I make note of the 

fact that the Minister of Finance presented the interim 

budget 2015 to the Parliament on 29th January, 2015. 

The interim budget as presented alluded to new taxes 

and levies potentially applicable to the operations of 

the Dialog Group. Pursuant to the interim budget 

proposals, a draft Finance Bill and Telecommunication 

Levy (Amendment) Bill were published by way of a 

gazette notification on 30th March, 2015 and are 

currently placed before the Parliament of Sri Lanka for 

deliberation and debate. Accordingly, the consolidated 

financial results for FY 2014 excludes any and all 

impacts from the afore-referenced bills since they 

remain in draft form, and corresponding legislation has 

not been enacted as at the reporting date.

Mobile & Adjacent Business

Dialog Axiata PLC, featuring the Mobile, International 

and Tele-Infrastructure business of the Group, 

continued to leverage its market leading position 

within Sri Lanka’s mobile sector to capture over 

800,000 subscribers during the course of the year, 

and record a subscriber base of 9.5Mn as at the end 

of FY 2014. The combine of the Mobile, International 

and Infrastructure businesses continued to contribute 

a major share of Group Revenue (85%) and of 

Group EBITDA (88%). Revenue at Dialog Axiata PLC 

for FY 2013 was recorded at Rs. 58.0Bn, up 5% 

relative to FY 2013. Underpinned by strong revenue 

performance, Company EBITDA for FY 2014 grew 

by 5% to be recorded at Rs. 18.5Bn translating to 

an EBITDA margin of 31.8%. Company NPBT was 

recorded at Rs. 8.2Bn, an increase of 14% relative to 

FY 2013. Company NPAT was recorded at Rs. 7.0Bn, 

representing growth of 15% compared to FY 2013. 

Digital Pay Television Business

Dialog Television (DTV), the Digital Pay Television 

business of the Dialog Group continued its positive 

growth momentum recording YoY revenue growth of 

30% to reach Rs. 4.7Bn for FY 2014, contributing 7% 

to the Group’s top line. Revenue growth was under-

pinned by robust market performance, with DTV’s 

Pay Television subscriber base growing by 36% YoY 

to be recorded at 452,000 as at the end of FY 2014. 

DTV EBITDA was recorded at Rs. 863Mn for FY 2014, 

an improvement of 30% YoY. NPAT for the year was 

reported at Rs. 243Mn representing manifold earnings 

growth relative to the Normalised Net profit of  

Rs. 28Mn in the previous year.

Group Chief Executive’s Review  
of Operations
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Fixed Telecommunications and Broadband 
Business

Dialog Broadband Networks (DBN) featuring the 

Group’s Fixed Telecommunications and Broadband 

Business recorded revenue of Rs. 6.2Bn for FY 2014, 

exhibiting an YoY increase of 6% and contributing 

8% to the Group’s top line. Revenue growth 

YoY was driven by healthy growth in High Speed 

Broadband and Data Solutions revenues. The year 

under review featured the rapid expansion of the 

Company’s 4G-LTE based Fixed Wireless Broadband 

infrastructure across all provinces of Sri Lanka. DBN 

also engaged in an aggressive expansion of its Fibre 

Optic Network to meet bandwidth demands of its 

Enterprise and Small Business subscriber base as well 

as to enable high speed backbone connectivity for the 

Group’s 3G HSPA+ and 4G High Speed Broadband 

networks. In line with the acceleration of network 

expansion activities, EBITDA contracted marginally by 

1% YoY to Rs. 1.5 Bn, due in the main to forward 

looking expansion of the Group’s Fixed Broadband 

infrastructure and acceleration of subscriber 

acquisition. Increase in depreciation accruing from an 

accelerated network expansion along with elevated 

4G-LTE spectrum license amortisation charges led 

to DBN’s Net Loss increasing from Rs. 481Mn in the 

previous year to Rs. 941Mn in 2014.

Next Generation Infrastructure – 2014 Investments

During the Year 2014, the investment focus of the 

Group was centered on the strategic and long term 

imperative of securing a pole position in Sri Lanka’s 

High Speed Broadband services market. Equally, 

operational focus with respect to capital projects 

was centered on the cost and time efficient built out 

of infrastructure associated with the initiatives and 

strategies seeded in the previous year. Accordingly, our 

investment and development focus spanned both the 

mobile and fixed telecommunications sectors featuring 

the build out of 3G and 4G-LTE networks, as well as 

the imperatives of expanding our high speed Fiber 

Optic network on a nationwide basis alongside the 

establishment of robust International (Sub-Marine) 

Optical Fibre connectivity to the Global Internet via the 

Bay of Bengal Gateway (BBG) Cable project.

While our 3G HSPA and 4G based High Speed 

Mobile Broadband Infrastructure continued to lead 

the market with respect to coverage and quality, our 

Fibre and 4G-LTE based Fixed Broadband business 

made aggressive inroads into the Enterprise, Small 

Business and Residential Segments. Our Fixed 

Broadband Infrastructure also laid the foundation for 

the expansion and consolidation of Sri Lanka’s largest 

Wi-Fi network spanning 2,750 hot spots distributed 

across the country. The BBG submarine cable project 

will supplement the High Speed Broadband thrust 

of the Group through the provision of a robust 

pipe to the Global Internet with capacity and speed 

commensurate with the burgeoning demand for 

Broadband services projected going forward. Dialog’s 

investment in the new high speed submarine cable 

and cable landing station will trigger the single largest 

infusion of International Bandwidth to Sri Lanka to 

date. The submarine cable and cable landing station 

will be commissioned in 2015 and will link Sri Lanka 

to high capacity Internet hubs in Singapore and India 

and to onward submarine cable pipes to Europe and 

the USA.

The Year 2014 also saw the upgrade of Dialog’s 

Digital Pay Television infrastructure to an all MPEG4 

formulation, with an accompanying expansion of 

channel capacity. The Dialog Group also directed 

substantial investments towards the establishment of 

state of the art Customer Experience Management 

(CEM) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

infrastructures which would serve to elevate customer 

“During the Year 2014, the 
investment focus of the Group 
was centered on the strategic and 
long term imperative of securing 
a pole position in Sri Lanka’s 
High Speed Broadband services 
market.”
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experience across the Group’s expansive portfolio of 

connectivity services to a superlative level of excellence 

and consistency.

Investing in the Digital Future – The Imperative of 
Operating Free Cash Flows 

As alluded to in the review of Operational Performance 

above, the strategy of the Dialog Group with respect 

to capital investment during the Year 2014, continued 

to be calibrated to ongoing and future returns, while 

being closely aligned to the forward looking growth 

strategies of our multiple businesses. Group capital 

expenditure for FY 2014 was recorded at Rs. 15.2Bn. 

Notwithstanding aggressive capital investments, the 

Dialog Group continues to exhibit a structurally robust 

balance sheet with the Group’s Net debt to EBITDA 

ratio being enhanced to 0.92x as at end of FY 2014 

alongside the generation of Free Cash Flows of  

Rs. 4.5Bn.

In line with the demands of the emerging data and 

digital service driven era, we need to be increasingly 

cognizant however of the requirement for aggressive 

albeit rational investments in Broadband Infrastructure, 

Advanced Customer Experienced Management 

Technologies and Digital Services going forward in to 

2015. The cementing of a robust balance sheet and 

Free Cash Flow generating operating structure is hence 

of crucial importance for the successful navigation of 

industry transformation. 

While reporting with due pride on the financial and 

operating outcomes for the FY 2014 on the afore-

referenced dimensions, we are duly cognizant of the 

potential extraneous dilution of cash flows available 

for investment due to impacts arising from the Interim 

Budget 2015 of the GoSL. As alluded to earlier in this 

report, legislation potentially impacting the Dialog 

Group placed before the Parliament of Sri Lanka for 

deliberation and debate, comprise of the draft Finance 

Bill and the Telecommunication Levy (Amendment) 

Bill. With respect to the one-off taxes proposed for 

legislation through the (draft) Finance Bill, the impact 

of the said taxes on distributable profit arising from 

2014 operations is estimated at Rs. 3.0Bn. Accordingly, 

and in line with financial prudence, it is estimated that 

profit from 2014 operations available for distribution 

hitherto recorded at Rs. 6.1Bn, would be corrected 

downwards to a sum in the range of Rs. 3.1Bn. Free 

Cash Flow recorded by the Group for 2014 would 

accordingly be diluted downwards to Rs. 1.5Bn. 

Further, looking forward at 2015 cash flows, the Draft 

Telecommunication Levy (Amendment) Bill if legislated 

will impose a levy from every operator providing 

telecommunication services as a prepaid service, at the 

rate of twenty five percent (25%) on the value of supply 

(excluding that of Internet Services) going forward. If 

legislated, this levy will no doubt draw considerably on 

the operating cash flows of the Group and hence on 

the investing capacity during the year ahead. 

In line with the going forward imperative of 

investing in the future growth of the Company, 

we look forward to the support of shareholders in 

approving the proposal of the Board of Directors 

to moderate Dividends to a level of Rs. 0.13 per 

share. The proposed level of Dividend translates to 

a total dividend pay-out of Rs. 1.1Bn drawn from a 

distributable profit of Rs. 3.1Bn. 

Notwithstanding substantive future focused capital 

investments and the potential dilution of free cash 

due to the impacts arising from the Interim Budget 

Proposals if legislated, the Dialog Group continued to 

Group Chief Executive’s Review  
of Operations

“The strategy of the Dialog 
Group with respect to capital 
investment during the 
Year 2014, continued to be 
calibrated to ongoing and 
future returns, while being 
closely aligned to the forward 
looking growth strategies of 
our multiple businesses.”
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maintain a National Long-term Rating of ‘AAA(lka)’ 

with a ‘stable’ outlook issued by Sri Lanka’s premier 

credit rating agency, Fitch Ratings Lanka Ltd. 

Leadership in the Digital Era – Building Businesses 
of the Future

We are of the singular belief that life enhancing Digital 

Services, if deployed inclusively, will collectively form 

a pivotal driver of the nation’s development going 

forward. During the year 2014, the Dialog Group 

has made several beachheads and forward looking 

investments towards our nation’s digital infrastructure, 

and we look forward with excitement to the digital 

dividend that would accrue to nation, citizen and 

company alike in the years ahead.

As alluded to in my review of operations last year,  

the emerging digital era is best described as a future 

in which “digitisation” via a confluence of advanced 

devices and enabling services would permeate 

consumer lifestyles as well as business processes at an 

ever increasing pace. People and enterprises would 

then increasingly engage with “Digital Services” to 

carry out a wide spectrum of tasks including but not 

limited to the access of information, entertainment 

and learning, the fulfillment of transactions spanning 

Government or Business to Consumer (G/B2C), 

Business to Business (B2B) and Consumer to Consumer 

(C2C) domains, and the maintenance of social 

connections and business networks. 

Digital Services – Payments, Commerce and 
Edutainment

During the Year 2014, Dialog continued to play an 

aggressive and leading role in the nascent Digital 

Services market in Sri Lanka. I am proud to report 

that your Company has built on its  pioneering 

achievement in establishing Sri Lanka’s first Mobile 

Payments Service, eZ Cash in 2012, to elevate the 

service to a multi-operator based world award 

winning mobile money product. Similarly in the 

sphere of Digital Commerce, WoW.lk operated by 

Digital Commerce Lanka (DCL) in which Dialog holds 

a 42.48% stake continued to lead the market as Sri 

Lanka’s best performing Digital Market Place. DCL 

also secured a partnership with Sri Lanka’s No 1 Print 

Classified Hitad.lk with a view to chartering new 

ground in the hybrid (print and online) classifieds 

space. 

During the Year 2014, Dialog further expanded 

its portfolio of Near Field Communications (NFC) 

based Cashless Transportation Ticketing Services. 

Dialog’s portfolio of NFC services also includes the 

facilitation of cashless payments via eZ Cash and a 

range of Enterprise Solutions spanning Fuel, Fleet and 

workforce productivity management.  During the Year, 

Dialog also succeeded in elevating the performance 

and adoption of Guru.lk, a digital destination for 

multi-faceted learning spanning Secondary, Vocational 

and General Interest Education segments. During 

the course of 2014 Dialog also continued to embark 

on penetrative forays into the domains of Digital 

Navigation and the delivery of digital entertainment to 

mobile and nomadic devices. In the sphere of mobile 

entertainment, Dialog’s MyTV Mobile TV service 

continued to exhibit accelerated adoption across a 

wide spectrum of Sri Lankan consumers. The Year 

2014 also saw Dialog’s entry in to the sphere of Micro- 

Insurance during the previous year, reach fruition with 

the singularly inclusive Rs. 1Mn Personal Accident 

Cover securing adoption by over 450,000 subscribers. 

Emboldened by the success of this paradigm shifting 

product, Dialog has continued to innovate in the 

field of Micro-Insurance along with its partners in the 

insurance sector to extend the ethos of inclusion to a 

wider spectrum of insurance offerings.

Devices and Minimum Cost of Ownership

The “Mobile Phone” enriched with successive 

generations of “Smart Device” technologies, will no 

doubt be the single most transformative driver in 

manifesting the multi-faceted capabilities of digital 

services into life changing empowerment. A clear 

focus on the value chain of digital services is hence a 

crucial tenet within the forward strategy of a leader 

in the mobile services sector in particular and the ICT 

sector in general.  Accordingly we are increasingly 

cognisant of the fact that the affordability dimension 

of inclusion is hinged both on the ongoing cost (and 
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benefit) of the services, as well as on the cost of 

owning a device capable of delivering the desired 

level of digital empowerment. In this respect, Dialog 

continued its thrust in driving a calibrated strategy 

towards driving down the MCO of Smart Devices 

to within the affordability horizon of a vast majority 

of Sri Lankan consumers through the aggressive 

enhancement of the “Dialog Smartphone” offering 

following an aggressive market entry during the 

previous year. The Dialog Smartphone series continues 

to set price benchmarks at entry as well as advanced 

functionality device categories. The Dialog Smart 

Device series now includes an entry level tablet as well 

as a comprehensive choice of Smartphones ranging 

through to a best in class 4G-LTE device with inbuilt 

NFC capability.

Sharing Value - A Sustainable Contribution to 
Nation & Society

As broadly alluded to in my account of the 

contribution to the national economy delivered by 

the operations of the Dialog Group, your Company is 

uniquely placed to leave behind life enhancing impacts 

on the communities in which it operates, through 

paradigm-setting advancements in the inclusive 

application of its products and services. In addition 

to the inclusive proliferation of advanced connectivity 

services and accompanying digital empowerment, to a 

vast majority of the nation’s population, your Company 

continues to invest extensively in specific interventions 

targeted at bridging divides in opportunity through 

the deployment of advanced technology. I am proud 

to report that Dialog has retained the No.1 Ranking on 

Sri Lanka’s Corporate Accountability index for the past 

5 years in succession.

During the course of 2014 the Dialog Group further 

bolstered its contribution to Sri Lanka’s Education 

sector and also towards National Sports Development. 

The Satellite based Nenasa Distance Learning Network 

now operates two dedicated education channels and 

supports state of the art bilingual features. Nenasa 

is a Gift to the Nation’s children from Dialog and 

is operated in collaboration with the Ministry of 

Education and the National Institute of Education, with 

a vision of delivering best in class educational content 

to rural schools across Sri Lanka. The Year 2014 also 

saw the disbursement of the 570th Dialog Scholarship. 

The Dialog Scholarship has been in operation since 

2003 and rewards top performers at Ordinary and 

Advanced Level from across all 25 districts of Sri Lanka 

with ongoing monetary support during their course of 

advanced studies.

Dialog’s strategic thrust with respect to National Sports 

development saw the foundational efforts of previous 

years seeing fruition with the National Cricket Team 

emerging T20 World Champions and the National 

Rugby team elevating its international ranking from 47 

to 38 in the Year 2015. Dialog continued its unbroken 

partnership with the National Volleyball Federation for 

over a decade as the Sponsor of the President’s Gold 

Cup featuring the participation of over 4,000 teams 

from across all provinces of Sri Lanka. The Company 

also continued its partnership with the National Football 

Federation in sponsoring the similarly inclusive Dialog 

Champions League for over 7 consecutive years.

While our sustainability ethos as well as our 

contribution to the nation and community at large is 

more fully espoused in our Sustainability Report for 

2014, I would like to reiterate our commitment to the 

principal of inclusive development towards which we 

will leverage our core business levers and capabilities, 

as well as our philanthropic thrust.  In 2014, plural 

and inclusive Digital Empowerment continued to be 

central to our sustainability ethos and underpinned 

a relentless drive towards bridging socio-economic 

divides and asymmetries in access to education, 

knowledge, information, commerce, health and other 

fundamental levers of socio-economic development.

In line with this broader ethos, in 2014 we renewed 

investments in several flagship initiatives including the 

Disaster and Emergency Warning Network (DEWN), 

the SMS based Blood Donor network of the National 

Blood Bank, and the Ratmalana Audiology Centre. 

Sustainability investments grew YoY by 41%. The 

sustainability thrust of the Dialog Group is singularly 

unique in that the passion to create a more equal 

Group Chief Executive’s Review  
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nation and world underpinned by Triple Bottom Line 

principles pervades across the Dialog Organisation. In 

2014, 9% of the employee base volunteered in excess 

of 7,000 person-hours on projects encompassing a 

beneficiary base exceeding 20,000 less fortunate Sri 

Lankan citizens. The Dialog Volunteer Network, which 

empowers staff members to propose projects aligned 

with Dialog’s community development ethos, adopted 

an enhanced format during 2014 enabling significantly 

larger teams, projects, and investments to be directed 

at qualifying projects. Dialog part funds all projects 

carried out by the Volunteer Network.

In our quest to further the power and impact 

of ICTs in socio-economic development, we are 

indebted to our strategic partners in Government 

as well as like-minded Non-Government sectors 

who have worked with us towards maximising the 

impact we deliver to the communities in which we 

operate. These partners include the International 

Finance Corporation, the GSM Association, and the 

International Telecommunications Union; the Ministries 

of Education, Health, Disaster Management, and the 

Presidential Secretariat; the National Blood Transfusion 

Centre, the National Institute of Education, and the 

National Disaster Management Centre, the University 

of Moratuwa and MicroImage Pvt Ltd. 

In Conclusion

As the challenges of Telecommunications Industry 

Transformation unfold with elevated clarity and 

impact, Dialog draws confidence from the fact that 

proactive strategies adopted in nascent form in years 

past, have today placed the Group in a strong position 

to consolidate and grow its leadership in current as 

well as future fields of competition. We also believe 

that we have honed business formulae possessing 

a requisite mix of discipline and innovation, which 

will enable us to continue delivering on the dual 

imperatives of short term financial returns and long 

term leadership in the digital era.

We view the future with extreme diligence but equally 

with an abundance of excitement and unbridled 

energy which we will harness in capturing every 

available opportunity for growth and advancement. 

Our people, systems and innovation driven process 

are finely aligned with the emerging digital era and 

the Dialog Group is confident in its capability to 

deliver superlative social and economic dividends to Sri 

Lankan citizens through the inclusive proliferation of 

digital empowerment.   

We recognise as an imperative, the need for the 

structural correction of our industry, a task we will 

continue to further in collaboration with our peers 

in the industry, regulators and government. We are 

also committed to lead this journey and to be bold in 

setting direction for others to follow. In line with our 

Corporate Vision, our proactive strategies under all 

circumstance, would consistently aim at delivering the 

outcome of empowering and enriching Sri Lankan lives 

and enterprises. In this respect we remain singularly 

cognizant of the fact that the sustainability of a 

“digital future” is predicated on the extent to which 

the resulting empowerment and enablement is made 

inclusive – i.e. affordable, relevant, and available on a 

plural basis to all Sri Lankans.

In closing my review of operations, my management 

team joins me in thanking our customers for 

their valued patronage and loyalty. Furthermore, 

we stand humbled by the voice of Sri Lanka’s 

Telecommunications Consumers who have for the 

4th year in succession named us the People’s Chosen 

leader in the ICT sector. It is this trust, confidence 

and encouragement of Sri Lankan consumers which 

underpins the business outcomes Team Dialog delivers 

year on year. 

Importantly, the outcomes of the Year 2014 would 

not have been possible if not for the steadfast support 

and encouragement of our shareholders and I wish to 

extend to them the sincere appreciation and gratitude 

of the Dialog team. I would also like to express my 

sincere gratitude for the support and encouragement 

extended to us by the Government of Sri Lanka and 

its agencies – in particular, the TRCSL, BOI, the Central 

Bank of Sri Lanka and the Ministry of Mass Media 
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and Information. I also extend herein my gratitude to 

our Chairman, Datuk Azzat Kamaludin and my fellow 

Board members for their strategic insight, direction 

and invaluable counsel made available to me in 

abundance at all times.

The performance of the Dialog Group stands testimony 

to the courage, determination and excellence of the 

Dialog team. It is been an honour and privilege to 

work alongside them. Together we look to the future 

with great excitement as we stand at the cusp of an 

era where ICTs will play an even more transformational 

role in the lives of people, and hence in the shaping 

of the future of our country. Our excitement remains 

underpinned and enshrined in our confidence that as 

the people’s chosen leader in our sector, we will guide 

the future responsibly, and with care for citizen, society 

and nation.

Dr. Hans Wijayasuriya

Director/Group Chief Executive

15 May 2015
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